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SATURDAY Towie Rex Carswell gets first go:
RC Saturday was a remarkably busy day prompted by a sky looking much better than it actually was
- as far as soaring was concerned. Despite 17 launches having taken place, upon return, many
pilots displayed an 'air of
disappointment' as to how short their
flight had been. But my
principal summation of the day, was
that the greatest disappointment
must have been experienced by our
local duck. You see - when we
assembled, our local duck was
observed swimming with great glee in
'Lake Whenuapai' - but as the fleet
was readied at the hangar, Roy
Whitby 'snuck off' and cleared an

Jason Detleefs looking cool
obstruction at the out-flow drain pipe. By day’s end as can be seen in the photo - our hapless local duck
was practically grounded ....

Instructor Steve Wallace adds some facts: Saturday
got off to the usual sort of start with the gates
opening around 9.30am, aircraft out, some Daily
Inspection training for our newest soon to be member
Isaac, and then the first flight getting underway at
11.30am. The day was very mild temperature wise for
the time of year and the sky showed a nice flyable
level of instability, a hang over from the previous
nights taller instability whose thunder and lightning
made for good conversation for those not airborne.
Cloud base started off at around 1,800' with weak
thermals and a 23kts SW wind. By early afternoon it

was T-shirt weather on the ground, the cloud base had gone up to 2,500' with some nice thermals,
good streeting and a reducing wind. This pleasant weather meant all the club gliders were out and
up, which is nice to see.
Eleven flights were shared in the singles with six
in the twin. Longest of the day was Rudolph in the
twin whom after a tow to 2,000' completed both
spin and spiral dive training before climbing away
from 1,300' over Paremoremo and dolphin soaring
a cloud street back up wind to Riverhead Forest
before being called back by the next in line. So a
busy day all round with 17 flights and over six
hours gliding on the books and still time for a beer
at the end of the day. If this is a taste of summer
then bring it on!

Packing at the end of the day, some nice Cu still
around
SUNDAY First Instructor Ray Burns starts us off
I’m not a hundred per cent sure whether Lionel really did go for a run on Sunday (which meant he
could not make it in time for the cadets) or whether he was just saying that so the rest of us felt
guilty. At 8:00 am the Atis had temp 12 and dew point 12. Metservice had predicted good weather
until mid afternoon with some solid rain as a front blew through. On the drive around the a/f after
getting the keys I could see the sun starting to struggle through and felt confident the fog would
not hold us up. Four keen cadets were eager and waiting and we got straight into getting ourselves
set up. Jonathon and Warm Air arrived in fairly short order and we were out on the launch point,
DI’d and briefed by 0915 and with first
launch at 0929. Not bad in my books.
I did the first 4 flights before Lionel
arrived around 1100 and took over. The
rest of the day was a lot of fun. A bunch
of us thrashed the singles and Neville
was assisted by Gary, Roy, Ivor and Dave
to get the new sink bench installed in the
Hangar and a wonderful thing it is too.
We managed 13 flights for the day and
packed up at 1500 as the sky started to
blacken and a tail wind made further
flights from 26 untenable. The rain
started to fall just as we got the gliders away. Good old Metservice. Bang on the money.

Lionel Page, Second instructor….like arrived real late….. Another day forecast to be wet, but not
quite. My day started with a 13km run as a warm up for the Auckland Marathon (I am only doing the
half marathon - so in Roy's words - "only half impressed".)
Jonathan and Ray very kindly stood in for me when I found out we were hosting the ATC cadets
from 5 Squadron and I was definitely going to be late for an early start. I arrived at just after

10am to find things well underway with an extremely busy field. Neville, Roy and others were
installing our new kitchen sink in the Hangar. A HUGE thank you to Neville, Roy, Gary and everyone
else that helped tidy up that corner of the hangar and install the kitchen.
As to actual flying Ray took
most of the ATC cadets for a
flight and I did a flight Levi
and then Ben. Both proving very
capable. Conditions were not
exciting from a soaring
perspective, however Ben and I
did manage to climb from
1,200ft back to 1,600ft, just
off the end of 08 threshold,
before having to give it away as
an Airtrainer was due back and
Base Ops wanted us on the
ground. A fairly busy day for
the airforce with an Orion
departing, and then later
returning, and then an
Airtrainer departing and returning a short time later.
First flight of the day was at 9.30am and we had 13 launches with all aircraft managing to get an
airing. The rain forecast arrived just as we put the fleet away at 3pm. Longest flight of the day I
think was Ray in VF with 28 minutes.
Great day again - thanks to all.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Our AGM will be Thursday 18 October 2012. Naturally we are looking for volunteers for the
committee and we are calling for remits. Can we please have remits in by 1 October 2012
QGP LECTURES
This week it’s the exams (Thursday 23 Aug at 1900 (7pm)). Location is on Base in the education
block behind the Hot Shots Cafeteria. Arrangements have been made for access thru the gate.
The lectures will continue each Thursday evening until 30 August. The final week, 30 Aug, will be a
radio course. Good luck everyone.
PIAKO GLIDING CLUB (MATAMATA) PRE-SEASON BRIEFING Their CFI Julian Mason writes:
Hi All Glider Pilots, Reminder notice to make sure you come along to the: 2012 Preseason Briefing
10.00am Saturday 8th September 2012, with repeat of briefing at 11.00 Wednesday 12th
September 2012, Gliding Clubhouse, Matamata Airfield To be followed by a free lunch at 12.00
(Saturday only, no free lunch on Wednesday) and club flying in the afternoon.

Not compulsory for us to attend and we will get a similar brief for those who go down Labour
weekend.

LIBELLE SHARE FOR SALE
Terry Dagnin’s share in Libelle 201B GIV is
up for sale. GIV has done a touch under
3000hrs and had some 1540 aerotows.
There are two other partners. She has a
Borgelt vario, winter vario airspeed,
altimeter and compass, radio and
transponder.
Ill health prevents Terry flying solo again
so his share is available. He is open to
offers. Call him on 021 181 5664. See
Graham or Ivor for more information.

LS-4a ZK-GKP FOR SALE Peter Coveney has his LS-4A up for sale:
This is a really good example of one of the
nicest gliders to fly. KP comes with a Colibri
secure logger , the latest Borgelt, B500
vario and B2500 glide computer, combination
worth over $7000. The trailer is a clam shell
type Komet which makes rigging and
derigging a breeze. Great value at $55,000.
Currently located at Whenuapai. Contact
Peter Coveney at petercove@ihug.co.nz or
phone 021 02251470.

TAILPIECE
Are you going to Matamata? Booked accommodation? Want to help aerotow the twin down and/or
back. Can you take a trailer with or without glider, both ways or just one way. If you are going and
can help (trailers, aerotow) can you please let Ray Burns know. Perhaps someone can aerotow down
and someone else brings her back, take one car and share…just a thought. You will be with an
instructor but a chance to get cross county aerotows signed off.
See you at the field
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